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ABOUT US
THE DIGITAL FUTURE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL MODEL BY 

At SEK El Castillo we have agreed that learning is a process where we acquire
skills, experiences, knowledge and attitudes. Learning requires knowing and
understanding the world that surrounds us and the impact that we have upon
it; it has to be meaningful, conceptual, dynamic and reciprocal.

Everything we do is about fostering students’ intellectual, emotional and
personal development; supporting them to become questioning and
courageous individuals with an international perspective fit for the
21st century.

Participants: SEK El Castillo MYP 5 Students
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CHALLENGE RESOLUTION
“How can digitalization transform the current
educational model?”

DEVELOP
potential solutions

DELIVER
solutions that work

DISCOVER
insight into the challenge
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the area to focus upon
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• Main conclusions of all the research

- Most of the universities chosen are some of the top schools. They provide students with
the best facilities they can based on their abilities and fundings. Based on research and
input from university students, we concluded that there are still things to improve upon.
Outdated infrastructure and technology is a common matter between schools.

• The most relevant data and people involved

- We have collected relevant data that shows lack of support towards international
students considering the language barriers and housing system. Issues of staff proficiency
in foreign languages have also arisen. Considering how students may deal with issues
related to mental health and academic concerns, the solutions may affect students, staff
and resource providers.

• Needs that are causing these problems to remain unresolved

- The lack of capital, student and staff input, and time spent considering the needs for our
education leaves certain solvable problems unattended.
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• Benefits of solving them

- Solving the issues in which we have considered would have the benefits of academic
excellence, student comfort, better uses of time and resources and more comfortable job
opportunities.

• Why do we want to solve these problems?

- The significant benefit of the solutions would greatly affect our future and our learning
opportunities. Technological advances towards education would change the fluidity
of how we learn.
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Our 
solutions:

How we 
answer to 
the 
digitalization 
of education.

Phygital educational model: consider the
characteristics of the experistudents and the
relationships among all the actors, technologies,
and contexts of the future learning
process/customise the learning process.

Infrastructures:

• 360 classrooms: each student will have their
own personal space/students will be able to
be seated in a full circle with 2 screens on
each side.

• Isolation of noise: avoid outer distractions.

• Some classes being taught outside: learn in a
natural environment.

• Roof that opens automatically: made of clear
material.

• Cubicles: small, enclosed cubicles that have a
desk, chair, plugs and light.

• On campus jobs and dorms.

Technology:

• Space availability: app would tell the student
forehand what classes are available/provides
QR code to enable entrance.

• Language translator device: app or software
that allows live translations.

• Augmented Reality map: interactive and
easier way to navigate through the university.

• Electrical supplies: plugs/chargers/iPads
inserted in the tables.

Services:

• Mindfulness instructors/space to complete
the meditation/integration of nature/other
stress-relieving activities.

• Counsellors and academic advisors
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How do 
these
solutions
solve the
problems
that
education is
now facing?

• Augmented Reality map - easier to find
where everything is in university.

• Electricla supplies - Prevent the student
from missing important material or classes
during a day.

• Isolation of noises - Avoid outer
distractions.

• Space availability - Prevent conflicts
between students and problems within the
organization/creates a more organized
space for students to choose and reserve
when and where they want to do their own
personal work.

• Mindfulness - help them release stress, so
their performance is not affected by their
anxiety.

•Some classes being taught outside - learn in
a natural environment without being glued to
the computer all day and to clear the
mind/healthier students and teachers.

• A roof that opens automatically - provides
natural light and air that are beneficial for
students' and teachers' health.

• Cubicles – improve focus and reduce
distractions.

• On campus jobs and dorms – reduces
money spent on rent and transport as well
as less time spent going to each place.

• Translator device – helps the integration of
international students and allows them to
follow the class.

• 360º classroom – more space and easier to
teach and learn in a much more
comfortable and enjoyable space.

• Hybrid (phygital) educational model –
open-minded teachers with better teaching
methods and comprehension of their
students.
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Who benefits 
from this 
solution and 
how?

• Augmented reality map – students would benefit
from this as they would be able to find their
destination easily and quickly without stress. Teachers
would also benefit for this reason and wouldn't have
their lessons interrupted by students who arrive late
after getting lost.

• Electrical supplies – students would benefit from this
as they wouldn't miss any classes and important
information.

• Isolation of noises – students and teachers would both
benefit from this as it would increase concentration
and make teaching and learning easier.

• Space availability – this would impact students as they
would have an organized system to study where and
when they want.

• Mindfulness - students and teachers would benefit
from this, with less stress and better mental health.
Students would then be able to achieve better results.

• Some classes taught outside – this would benefit
students and teachers alike, improving their health
and motivation by giving them a pleasant and new
environment to work in.

• A roof that opens automatically – students and
teacher would benefit from this with more natural
light (which is better for eyesight) and a brighter and
comfortable environment. Fresh air is then able to
enter the classroom.

• Cubicles – these would benefit students, giving them

a quiet and comfortable space to concentrate in their
studies, with all the necessary equipment free of
charge.

• On campus jobs and dorms - these would benefit
students reducing the money and time they
spend traveling from their jobs or place of residence
to the university.

• Translator device - this would benefit mainly
international students facilitating their
communication with each other and with their
teachers.

• 360º classrooms – this would allow more students in
the same classroom, creating a much
more comfortable and big enough space for
everyone.

• Hybrid (phygital) educational model - this new
educational model would benefit students, increasing
their interest in their lessons and more open-minded
teachers with better teaching methods.
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What impact 
do they 
generate? 
(remember to 
use KPIs or, as 
always, 
relevant data)

They generate a better functioning of
relevant ideas and problems that need
to be solved, so this way new students
in future years will have a better
education. Life for universities will be
easier and the students will be happier
in collage. The ideas we are solving are
going to impact on the future of
students. We are hoping, that by
solving this problems and finding
intelligent solutions, classes will be
more elaborated and will offer new
posibilities that will only help our
future world.
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What 
technologies do 
we need? 
(Reaffirm and 
explain how and 
what technology 
is key to the 
future 
of the education
al model)

The tecnology we need in order
to make the solutions are the
following:

• Electrical supplies: Plugs/charger
s/iPads

• Space availability: App

• Roof that opens 
automatically:: Automatic 
ocnfiguration

• Cubicles: Light and plug

• Language translator device:: 
Software
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What 
prototype 
did you 
develop?

• An Augmented Reality map that allows people who are not 
so comfortable with traditional ones, or those who don’t 
have good orientation, to have an interactive and easier 
way to navigate through the university. This could be 
especially helpful during their first year, which can be a bit 
challenging.

• Electrical supplies within each table that can prevent the 
student from missing important material or classes during a 
day due to a lack of power on their computer, tablet, etc. 
Which, at university level, can be essential.

• Isolation of noise within the walls to avoid outer 
distractions, so that the overall functioning of the class is 
not disturbed.

• An app to deal with space availability, to prevent conflicts 
between students and problems within the organization. 
This app would allow students to book a class at a particular 
hour for their personal use (e.g., a lab) where they would be 
able to work on projects or conduct investigations on their 
own.

• To help students manage their stress during the most 
challenging periods of their time in university we’ve 
thought of giving them the option of Mindfulness. 
Mindfulness instructors would be needed as well as a 
special and a safe space to complete the meditation, with 
the integration of nature, of course.

• Some classes being taught outside of the class so the 
students can learn in a natural environment without being 
glued to the computer all day and to clear the mind.

• iPads installed on the desks to give more use to technology 
and to keep everything on the iPads, so you don´t have to 
carry the computer every time. The iPads will rise so you 
don’t get pain in the neck, and they will have a keyboard 
included (can be connected to the information in your 
computer at home).

• A roof that opens automatically: a roof that is made of a 
clear material to allow light into the classroom. This will 
help both students and teachers interact with the 
environment and will be healthier for their eyesight and 
mental health, because sitting in a room with minimal light 
for multiple hours is unhealthy and causes most people to 
lose motivation.

• Cubicles: since many students struggle to focus in places 
that have noises, other people and distractions we thought 
of making small, enclosed cubicles that have a desk, chair, 
plugs and light, students will be able to book these cubicles 
for as long as they need, and they will be free of cost.

• On campus jobs and dorms: some universities do not have 
dorms, meaning students must either spend money on 
public or gas and spend more money on expensive rent. 
And for students who must work it is even more of a 
struggle because the time it takes to go to work and school 
back and forth is too much. Language translator 
device: there are many students who do not speak the 
language of the country they are studying in, or English, so 
if we created an app or software that allows live 
translations from one language to another it would make a 
student's life much easier and will allow their performance 
in school to improve by a lot.

• 360 classrooms: instead of having many students squished 
in one classroom we thought of having the concept of 360 
classrooms, this will make teaching much easier for 
teachers and will make learning much easier for students, 
each student will have their own personal space and all the 
students will be able to be seated in a full circle with 2 
screens on each side, so they will be viewing the same 
contents at the same time.
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• What 
results or 
feedback 
did you 
get?

We all worked well together and came to similar
conclusions, everyone had different and unique ideas,
which allowed us to have a lot to work with at the end.
After spending a lot of time researching and trying to
figure out ways to increase efficiency in colleges, we
managed to come up with great results and ideas.
We used many different sources (primary : the opinion
of real college student as well as secondary : the
internet...).
f
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CHALLENGE 
RESOLUTION
“How can 
digitalization
transform the
current
educational
model?”

Our proposal:

Infrastructure:

Isolation of noise and space
availability

A roof that opens automatically

Cubicles

Lessons taught outside

Technology:

An augmented reality map

Electrical supplies

iPads instaled on the desks

Language translator device

360º classrooms

'Phygital' educational model

Services:

Mindfulness

On campus jobs and dorms
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CHALLENGE 
RESOLUTION
“How can 
digitalization
transform the
current
educational
model?”

No one can deny that technology is changing the world we live in. And,
regarding education, technology has a big potential to revolutionize the
concept of learning as we know it. Digital education now allows anyone to
learn, well, everyone who has access to technology. And now, technology is
being implemented in ages as low as five or six years old. However, it's the
next step of technological implementation we have talked about. We have
explained many different ideas, from a single app to an important change
in the infrastructure of the facility; and all of these brings us one step closer
to a better education. An education in which the students don't have to
memorize to then forget; an education where students truly learn and
flourish their creativity and multiple intelligences. Some might prefer arts,
others science, but they will all end school prepared for the real world.
Because, let's be honest, we are talking about the generation of the future,
the people of tomorrow. Let's teach them how to be better people, because
that is, really, the important part of education. To be a better person.



Considering all the research and proposals already given in the previous sections, the
digital future of the education process should implement a hybrid (phygital) learning
environment that considers the characteristics and expectations of the experistudents
and the relationships among all the actors, technologies, and contexts of the future
learning process. This model should integrate the customization of the learning process
of those students who are hyperconnected, use multiples screens and search for a
specific experience during the learning process to acquire the desired capabilities and
abilities. Additionally, educational organizations should include new technologies to
accommodate the physical context to a new reality, adding 360º screens in the
classrooms and offering mindfulness classes for those students who are stressed and not
well-adjusted in the new digital future educational model.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS
THE DIGITAL FUTURE OF THE 
EDUCATIONAL MODEL BY 



YOU HAVE OFFICIALLY BECOME THE 
GLOBAL DESIGNERS OF THE DIGITAL 
EDUCATIONAL MODEL OF THE FUTURE.
CONGRATULATIONS!
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We are in the 21st
century, the

technological era. Our
needs have changed,
as well as its demand.

From SEK El Castillo
International School

these are the solutions
we propose to satisfy

these needs

"Global experistudents". Students that enjoy what"Global experistudents". Students that enjoy what
they do and feel passionate about. This can be donethey do and feel passionate about. This can be done
by simply redesigning the average teachers' profile,by simply redesigning the average teachers' profile,
who offers an open-minded learning style combiningwho offers an open-minded learning style combining
physical and digital material. "The 2022 teacher".physical and digital material. "The 2022 teacher".

Many times, space within the university isMany times, space within the university is
limited, and the number of students is toolimited, and the number of students is too
high. That is why an app that allows you tohigh. That is why an app that allows you to
book a particular room at a particular hourbook a particular room at a particular hour
would be of great help to avoid conflicts. Thiswould be of great help to avoid conflicts. This
would be verified with a QR Code that grantswould be verified with a QR Code that grants
you access to the room (e.g. a lab).you access to the room (e.g. a lab).

Mindfulness activities in order to assure studentsMindfulness activities in order to assure students
that they are able to disconnect from their dailythat they are able to disconnect from their daily
work. These activities would be organized bywork. These activities would be organized by
specialized monitors, and the groups would bespecialized monitors, and the groups would be
reduced.reduced. Students are people, and it's self-explanatoryStudents are people, and it's self-explanatory

that they can have moments of pessimism, orthat they can have moments of pessimism, or
utter disappointment. Personalized psychologyutter disappointment. Personalized psychology
is essential to ensure the highest academicis essential to ensure the highest academic
results possible, as well as to prevent theresults possible, as well as to prevent the
students' self-esteem to tumble.students' self-esteem to tumble.

There are multiple ocassions where classes areThere are multiple ocassions where classes are
interrupted or disturbed because of outer noises.interrupted or disturbed because of outer noises.
These distractions can affect or have a negativeThese distractions can affect or have a negative
imoact in the overall functioning of the class, andimoact in the overall functioning of the class, and
for example influence in students' academicfor example influence in students' academic
performance. That is why noise isolated walls in theperformance. That is why noise isolated walls in the
whole facility are a necessity.whole facility are a necessity.

This could be used to integrate nature withinThis could be used to integrate nature within
the class, allowing students not to fall in a statethe class, allowing students not to fall in a state
of depression or exhaustion. Ideas can be toof depression or exhaustion. Ideas can be to
include an openable roof for fresh air to comeinclude an openable roof for fresh air to come
in while giving a class, or to provide classes inin while giving a class, or to provide classes in
an outer environment every now and then.an outer environment every now and then.

360º Classrooms. This would allow students from all360º Classrooms. This would allow students from all
places within the class to see the screen properlyplaces within the class to see the screen properly
without any type of inconvenient. As the screenwithout any type of inconvenient. As the screen
would be actually placed within the wall (360º), itwould be actually placed within the wall (360º), it
would facilitate their vision without any type ofwould facilitate their vision without any type of
mobility or change.mobility or change.

Students are always willing to go on anStudents are always willing to go on an
Erasmus, it provides a complete cultural andErasmus, it provides a complete cultural and
international experience. However, sometimesinternational experience. However, sometimes
they may be hesitant to do so, because theythey may be hesitant to do so, because they
may not feel familiar with the language. That ismay not feel familiar with the language. That is
why a live translator present in the students'why a live translator present in the students'
ear to understand perfectly what is happeningear to understand perfectly what is happening
around.around.

STUDENT´SSTUDENT´S
CONCENTRATIONCONCENTRATION

AND PERSONAL SPACEAND PERSONAL SPACE
  

It would be very useful to include personalIt would be very useful to include personal
cubicles for each student, as it would favourcubicles for each student, as it would favour
their focus. Not all students have a distraction-their focus. Not all students have a distraction-
free area at home, so it would be veryfree area at home, so it would be very
considerate of the university to offer a workingconsiderate of the university to offer a working
space for the student at least until it closes.space for the student at least until it closes.The digital education model of the future

should include a hybrid (phygital) learning
environment that considers the

characteristics and expectations of the
experistudents and the relationships

among all the actors, technologies, and
contexts of the future learning process.

An Augmented Reality map would be very useful toAn Augmented Reality map would be very useful to
move around the university without the need ofmove around the university without the need of
using a traditional one. It would favour many peopleusing a traditional one. It would favour many people
that do not feel comfortable with normal maps, asthat do not feel comfortable with normal maps, as
this map would be interactive and would give clearthis map would be interactive and would give clear
indications of where to go at what moment (as if itindications of where to go at what moment (as if it
was a GPS).was a GPS).


